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p„(t,) = exp( ~ z, tp(0) exp',~x, 't,)p, q(2') = (I/Z) exp(M, H, /k T), (I)

where M=yRQI; is the operator for the total
magnetic moment. Now a very short && rf pulse
is applied at resonance (or H, is abruptly rotated
through —,'&) converting the density matrix to an
initial value p(0) which is the same as (I) except
that M, is replaced by M„.The magnetization
(M) =(~„)idecays' in a time T, -(yH1„) ' under
the influence of the truncated dipolar Hamiltonian

A "Loschmidt demon" is exhibited which effectively reverses the spin-spin relaxation
of a system of interacting magnetic dipoles in a strong external field, thereby demon-
strating that this system does not approach internal thermodynamic equilibrium in a
time T2 as was implicitly recognized by Philippot.

The coupled nuclear spins in a solid with very this line of thought. Following a Bloeh decay in
slow spin-lattice relaxation comprise an isolated Cap, we apply a strong rf perturbation to be de-
system which for many purposes can be treated scribed presently, after which the magnetization
by thermodynamic methods. ' One begins with the (M„)returns in the form of an echo. This echo
system in equilibrium at the lattice temperature is of a quite different nature from the superficial-
T, performs various manipulations on the spins, ly similar one produced by Hartmann and Hahn, '
waits a time T, characteristic of the spin-spin which depends on the inhomogeneous character
coupling, during which the spin system is im- of the dipolar interaction between unlike spins
agined to approach internal equilibrium, and cal- and throws no suspicion on any aspect of spin
culates a final spin temperature T, through con- thermodynamics.
servation of energy or other constants of the mo- The contradiction just mentioned is an illustra-
tion. The purpose of this Letter is to report tion of Loschmidt's paradox. ' We remind the
some experiments for which this simple spin- reader that the microcanonical distribution is an
temperature picture is not valid. arbitrary one which is chosen for mathematical

Consider the common situation in which a sin- simplicity when one knows nothing about the de-
gle-species solid is first brought to equilibrium tailed dynamical history of the system. Yet in
with the lattice in a magnetic field Hok. If H, is fact we know a great deal: The actual density
sufficiently strong compared with the dipolar lo- matrix at time t, (in the rotating reference frame)
cal field H1„,one describes the spin-density is in fact
matrix by the canonical distribution

the truncation being increasingly valid as H, /H q„
is made large. At a time t, &T, one commonly
assumes the system has undergone an irrevers-
ible approach to an internal equilibrium state. If
so, conservation of energy requires that the ap-
propriate microcanonical distribution be charac-
terized by infinite spin temperature: p(t, ) = p,~(~)
= I/Z. The magnetization will never recur and

cannot be recalled by applying any external
fields, since their Hamiltonian commutes trivial-
ly with p,~(~).

Figure I exhibits a striking contradiction of

FIG. 1. Transient NMR of the F nuclei in solid
CaF&. Following a normal Bloch decay, an rf burst
of length 260 @sec with H& =95 G (see text) was applied
during the noise-free portion of the trace. Thereupon
an echo occurs at a total delay of 365 @sec from the
beginning of the experiment. In other experiments the
initial decay was allowed to disappear fully before
applying the burst.
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awhile some pllRSB functions) Beg. ) M{tl)p ap
proach their equilibrium values for t, & T„it is
not at all obvious that p„(t,) -p, ~(~) for any val-
ue of tg

The experiments are easily understood on the
basis of BquRtl0118 of 1110tloll sucll Rs (3). Sllppose
that a strong resonant rf field H, is applied for a
time ts beginning at t,. In the doubly (tilted) ro-
tating reference frame' defined by

PvvR =&&Pa&

D = exp(-iyH, tI, ), T = exp(~iIII ),

the system develops under an effective Hamilton-
%an

IKlnlR(t} = -2K~ +K (t),

X'(t) = -~gg 5;, fI„I„exp(-giyH,t)

Over an integral number of periods &/yH, the
effects of RnYR(t) can be replaced by those of a
time-independent average Hamiltonian'

the importance of whose terms in general de-
creases approximately as (HI«/H, )". In our ex-
periments we have actually reversed the phase
of the rf field (sign of H, ) at intervals of 7I/yH„
making XD~R~'~ vanish identically and leaving

9TR 2g (7}
as a very good approximation for times t~ such
that

(H I,/H, ) yH I,ts& 1.

(The phase alternation is not essential to the gen-
eral argument but makes the experiment work
better in practice for a number of reasons. ')

Equation (7) shows that the evolution of pnlR
may be regarded as proceeding backward i.n
time, ' at half the normal rate, a point which is
central to this discussion.

But it is p& we are interested in, so we trans-
form back into the rotating frame, using the con-
dition that ts is an integral multiple of &/yH

„

exp{2iyH, tsI. ) = 1,

ee(eeee, ) r'exp( ), eeeee)7='ee(&, )7' '

Sty-x exp $Q~yR8

Now modify the experiment by initiating and

terminating the burst with && pulses of opposing
phases (+y directions in the rotating frame).
These pulses just eaneel the transformations 7.',
T ' in (9). Now the state of the system, after a
further unperturbed development for a time t2, is

ps(t, + ts + t2) = IIps(0) U

U=exp „'X„'exp „Kg~a

(10}

Inserting (8) into {10), we see that at the time
which satisfies t, +t, = &t& one has 0 =1; the or-
iginal state returns, as signalled by the echo.
This is the experiment of Fig. I, the sequence of
events being summarized by

{2&,&},tl, (5&, -S),&.(4), (2&, X), t. , «ho,
where ~„denotes the burst of phase-alternated
180' rotations about the x axis and (8, p) denotes
a ~ pulse about the p axis.

The success of the experiment depends on the
VRlldl'ty of Rppl oxlIIIRtloll (8) wlllcll cRI1 be 8Rtls-
fzed xn our apparatus for tz of several hundred
psec. But consider the interesting point that in
principle a value of H, (with H, &H,) can always
be found which suffices to recover the initial
state, to any desired accuracy after any desired
time. In this sense it can be said that the system
of dipoles does not behave irreversibly and nevex
reaches equilibrium.

%e have performed several other experiments
which are understandable in the same way:

(2) &„(ts),(-,'&, y), ,'t , sehco: Du—ring the burst,
the original magnetization, ~ok undergoes a
Bloeh decay in the rotating frame. Later, at t
= 3ts/2, an echo appears, showing that the sys-
tem did not reach a spin temperature state in the
rotating frame.

(3) (-,'&, x), t„(-,'&, y), &„(ts),decay: A burst is
applied following a Bloch decay in the laboratory
frame. Another Bloch decay follows the burst
and ls maxImized for tg = 2t~,

(4) (l~, ~), t„(e, x), t„(l~, -x), &.(2t,), (~, -s),
&.(«,), (&, ~), &.(2t,), (-', ~), t„(&,-~), t„«ho:
For 8 = —,'&, the experiment begins with Jeener's
method' for producing a dipolar state. For 8 = &&

one has the "solid-echo" experiment. 9 The time-
reversing bursts result in both cases in a full
playback of the magnetization signal.

It is worth mentioning that the echo-forming
&& pulse in a solid-echo experiment can be re-
garded as reversing the effect of one part of
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X„'":exp[&(8+$)t] —exp[i(8-0))t], which is not
equivalent to a time reversal since 8 is large.
In the present experiments, the corresponding
correction term X~TR ' can be made as small
as desired by a mell-defined procedure. In this
respect our experiments are closer to the inho-
mogeneous spin echo, "but succeed in reversing
the dynamics of a system of interacting particles.

Our experiments show that the concepts of
semiequilibrium and spin temperature in solids,
while clearly of great value, must not be em-
ployed indiscriminately. We are of course only
pointing out a special case of a general problem
concerning criteria for irreversibility in isolated
dynamical systems. %e intend to discuss this
matter more fully elsewhere, as well as exten-
sions of the NMR experiment to repeated bursts
and the problem of line narrowing in solids.
- W~thaek J. D. Ellett, M. Gibby, and M. Mehr-
ing for their help.
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Recent experiments on the attenuation and velocity of sound in liquid He at low tem-
peratures are discussed in terms of the excitation model of liquid He . By assuming
for the long-wavelength excitations the dispersion relation e(p) =cp[1-yp -6p ] with

y negative, we are able to reconcile previous disagreements between theory and exper-
iment.
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v2 (u+1)' kr ' 1+(u)T)'4c =—, ln
60 pk' c 1+ (—;yp'(u7)" (2)

In this Letter we make some general comments
on the attenuation and velocity of sound in liquid
helium-4 in the temperature range below 0.6'K
where the only thermal excitations of importance
are phonons. Despite considerable theoretical
effort, the attenuation and velocity in this tem-
perature range are not well understood. The the-
ories of Pethick and ter Haar, ' Kwok, Martin,
and Miller, ' Khalatnikov, ' and Disatnik give for
the attenuation

w' (u+1)' (kT)'
30 pS' c'

x [ arctanco~-arctan(~ap cuT) ],
and for the change in velocity Ac,

where u is the Gruneisen constant (p/c)8c/Bp, p
the density, k Boltzmann's constant, c the veloc-
ity of sound, ~ the frequency of the sound wave,
7 the thermal phonon lifetime, p=3kT/c, and y
is defined by the energy-momentum relation for
low-momentum phonons,

«(p) =cp[1-yp'-5p' "l. (3)

In the derivation of Eqs. (1) and (2) it is assumed
that the yp' term dominates over the 5p' term for
most of the thermal phonons with which the sound
wave interacts. We note the following:

(a) The experimental attenuation' 7 is larger
than predicted by Eq. (1) when the known value of
u is used. ' There is uncertainty regarding the
correct values of y and T. y has generally been
assumed to be positive and of the order of 10"




